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Whether you are a first-time PTPCON attendee, repeat 

attendee, attending in person or attending online, because 

you’ve registered for the Path To Publishing “Act Like an 

Author, Think Like a Business” 2021 Conference, you 

are now an official Pathfinder! 

 

Other than what we refer to our clients as and the 

members of our online community, allow me to define 

exactly what a #Pathfinder is. At Path To Publishing, 

we’ve formed a powerful literary community where we 

are creating literary legacies while supporting and 

contributing to the literary arts. We’re not just writers and 

authors who are simply writing, publishing, and selling 

books and publications. We are literary architects 

building literary empires! This wonderful group of authors, publishers, social media experts, marketers, journalists, 

film producers, poets, event speakers and planners, actors, musicians, entrepreneurs, business owners, CEOs, 

bloggers, vloggers, podcasters, clergymen and more are recognized as Pathfinders; paving the way in literary success. 

 

In military organizations, a pathfinder is a specialized soldier inserted and dropped into place in order to set up and 

organize drop zones for ground unit commanders. At the end of that path is where you will find the Path To 

Publishing community and tribe—Literary Ground Commanders. Pathfinders all operate from the same blueprint (the 

curriculum you receive at the conference). We are here not just pointing those on their literary journey in the right 

direction, but we are here willing, ready, able, and equipped to make sure they reach their final destination of which 

their literary dreams, visions, and goals await. 

 

Pathfinders are authors, writers, and even self-proclaimed non-writers. Pathfinders are individuals with a story to tell, 

testimony to share, and message to deliver. And Pathfinders know the worth of their intellectual property. This 

group—this literary tribe, unit and family—has the Ground Zero capability to be the most impactful literary unit in 

the world! 

 

After doing one-on-one literary consulting and publishing coaching for so many years, and seeing the amazing results 

of my clients who were writing and publishing their books in excellence as a result, I knew I had to do something that 

would enable me to reach a larger number of people at one time. So, in 2016 the idea to host a conference that could 

serve as a platform to teach and reach the masses was born. For an entire year I mapped out on paper what the 

conference would look like and what it would entail, and then for another year I started the actual planning; taking 

what was on paper and putting action behind it. In 2018 the first Path To Publishing “Act Like an Author, Think Like 

a Business” Conference was held. Needless to say, that was only the beginning of the vision, as when it comes to 

literary success and financial literary success, we Pathfinders are just getting started! The fact that we are now in year 

four of the conference is proof. 

 

Pathfinders, you are the reason why this conference even exists. PTPCON may have been birthed in my mind, but 

you give it life year after year. You show up in position; both ready to learn and ready to teach your fellow literary 

tribe members. More importantly, you show up ready to do the work. So, for the amazing three days of the 

conference, let’s work together as a team to get the win, the win being each of us achieving our own personal 

measure of success, but working together to do it. Because remember, the path to publication isn’t a joyride, it’s a 

journey, a journey you shouldn’t travel alone. And never forget that individually we make a difference, but together 

we make an impact!  

 
 
        —Joylynn M. Ross 

        CEO & Founder of Path To Publishing 
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How to make the most out of the 

 “Act Like an Author, Think Like a Business” 2021 Conference 
      

The “Act Like an Author, Think Like a Business” Conference enables attendees and presenters to network with one 

another prior to the conference in the Path To Publishing private Facebook group. That way, when attendees, AKA 

#Pathfinders, attend the conference, they recognize some of the other attendees and they, too, are recognizable to 

others. Even though there may be people you met online that you want to connect with, be open to meeting new 

people. Perhaps you hooked up with some individuals at previous conferences and you’ve been like peas in a pod. 

Don’t be afraid of hopping out the pod.  

 

Get to know and connect with people that are a different age, sex, size, and race from you. If you’re Black, go greet 

or hang out with a white person. If you’re 70, converse with a millennium. If you showed up in your golf shirt and 

khakis, go sit with the suits. Think outside your culture, income, sex, race, etc. But more importantly, think outside of 

yourself so that you don’t end up by yourself. Here at Path To Publishing we believe that two authors are better than 

one. So, network, network, and network some more. Connect and collaborate, too! 

 

For some of you, there may be a time zone difference and/or you may be suffering from jetlag. Heck, for some of you 

the excitement of the conference may have kept you up all night, so you may be feeling tired. Try your best not to go 

back to your hotel room and sleep during the breaks or at lunch. Whether you are hanging out in the in-person lobby 

or the virtual lounge, these are prime opportunities to network and fellowship.  

 

With the exception of the daily opening and closing remarks, we kindly ask that you do not record any of the actual 

instruction sessions on cell phones, tablets, etc., And please refrain from taking pictures of the presentation slides. 

Everyone taking part in the conference made a financial investment to receive the information that is being delivered, 

so let’s not share it freely to the public. In addition, the conference is being professionally recorded for re-sale for 

those who couldn’t attend live.  

 

By all means, we want you to have photo and recording opportunities, so please visit the step and repeat banner, take 

selfies, take pics with other attendees, post pics on your social media platforms, and go live with your own 

testimonial and experiences during breakfast, the breaks, and lunch. For those attending virtually, take a screen shot 

of the opening and closing remarks, using #PTPCON21 on all the social media networks. And more importantly, use 

safety. Take pics with your fellow Pathfinders, but make sure you have your mask on and are practicing social 

distancing. The last thing we want is for the internet to be filled with images of Pathfinders NOT adhering to COVID-

19 safety measures. The only thing we want to super spread at #PTPCON21 is love and success!  

 

Also, be clear about what you want to take away from this conference, and then be intentional about taking it. If 

something you wanted information on wasn’t touched upon during the presentations, then take advantage of the Q&A 

to ask. Do not walk away from this conference without getting the answers and information you came here to receive. 

Last, but definitely not least, have fun! 
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“Act Like an Author, Think Like a Business” 2021 Conference Agenda 
 

 

Each Morning:      8:00 a.m. – 8:45 a.m. Registration & Breakfast 

8:45-9:00 a.m. Opening Remarks 

 

GENERAL SESSIONS 

 
Day One: Building Your Book from the Ground Up (step-by step instruction of the publishing process) 

 

Day Two: Building Your Literary Business from the Ground Up (teaching authors and writers how they should be 

operating as a business and how to build and structure their literary empire) 

 

Day Three: Build Multiple Streams of Literary Income (teaching writers/authors how to earn money beyond book 

sales and royalties and monetizing their role as an author). 

 

“Act Like an Author, Think Like a Business” Conference Schedule 

BREAKOUT SESSIONS 
      

Thursday 9/23/21 

Registration & Breakfast 8:00 a.m. - 8:45 a.m. (Breakfast served in hotel dining area for 

registered guests) 

8:45 a.m. Opening Remarks in 7 Hills Conference Center 

9:00 a.m.-10:30 a.m.  Valerie J. Coleman with Pen to Writer “Achieving Success with Your 

Children’s Book” 

10:30 a.m.-10:45 a.m. Break 

10:45 a.m.-12:15 p.m. Cyrus Webb with Conversations "Think Outside the Book™: Affiliate 

and Influencer Income" 

12:15 p.m.-1:15 p.m. Lunch and Learn “Defining the problem, solution, process, and 

results of your book and/or business” with Joylynn M. Ross 

1:30 – 3:00 p.m. Kim Bullock-Hennix “Abundance in Books and Business: Achieve BIG and 

Walk Confidently as a Writer”  

3:00 p.m.-3:15 p.m. Break 

3:15 p.m.-4:45 p.m. Andréa Simmons Esq. “Beyond the Basics of Copyrighting"  

5:00 p.m. Close Out in 7 Hills Conference Room 
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Friday 9/24/21 

Registration & Breakfast 8:00 a.m. - 8:45 a.m. (Breakfast served in hotel dining area) 

8:45 a.m. Opening Remarks in 7 Hills Conference Center 

9:00 a.m.-10:30 a.m. Brandy Miller with 40 Day Writer “Judging a Book by its Interior: 

Typesetting Design Tips"  

10:30 a.m.-10:45 a.m. Break 

10:45 a.m.-12:15 p.m. Whitney Barkley with Speakerazzi “Create a Winning Podcast 

Strategy” 

12:15 p.m.-1:15 p.m. Lunch and Learn “Defining the symptoms to the problem your 

book/business solves” with Joylynn M. Ross 

1:30 p.m.-3:00 p.m. Mamie Saunders with She Consulting LLC “Build a Powerful Personal 

Brand” 

3:00 p.m.-3:15 p.m. Break 

3:15 p.m.-4:45 p.m. Crafting Your Killer Pitch with Precious “Killer Pitch Master” Williams 

5:00 p.m. Close Out in 7 Hills Conference Room 

  

Saturday 9/25/21 

Registration & Breakfast 8:00 a.m. - 8:45 a.m. (Breakfast served in hotel dining area) 

8:45 a.m. Opening Remarks in 7 Hills Conference Center 

9:00 a.m.-10:30 a.m.  Ned Barnett “Marketing Strategies that Work for Fiction & Non-

Fiction” 

10:30 a.m.-10:45 a.m. Break 

10:45 a.m. -12:15 p.m. “From Author to Business: Learn about HR, Payroll, Policies, and 

1099s”  

12:15 p.m.-1:15 p.m. Lunch and Learn “Describing your reader/customer” with Joylynn 

M. Ross 

1:30 p.m.-3:00 p.m.  “Book Clubs: What we’re looking for in a book of the month” panel and 

pitch session (multiple book clubs). 

3:00 p.m.-3:15 p.m. Break 

3:15-4:45 p.m. “Promote, Profit & Publishing: How to Become an Authority” Presented by 

Juliet Clark  

5:00 p.m.-6:00 p.m. Closing/Excellence in Publishing Awards  
 

***Subject to change*** 

 

***Breakout sessions are designed for repeat conference attendees, as they go more in-depth on subjects taught in the 

main sessions.*** 
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Hampton Inn & Suites & The Seven Hills Conference Center 
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Mistress of Ceremonies 

 
 
Whitney L. Barkley is an author, blogger, podcaster, and owner of Speakerazzi, a content marketing firm for authors, 

coaches, and speakers. She proudly holds a Bachelor of Arts degree in Mass Media Communications from 

Wilberforce University, Master of Science in Marketing and Communication from Franklin University, and a 

certification in Disruptive Strategy from Harvard Business School.  

 

For more than five years, Whitney has led and participated in communications initiatives for organizations including 

the Dayton Police Department, FOX19, Startup Week Columbus, Cincinnati Works, Education at Work, Easter Seals 

TriState, the Black Career Women’s Network, Empowering a Billion Women by 2020 and the Ohio Media School. 

 

Whitney is the host of Pink Lemonade Podcast, a self-help podcast with more than 37,000 downloads across Apple 

Podcasts, Soundcloud, Google Podcasts, and hosts across the web.  

 

She has been featured in HerAgenda.com, Quirktastic, Underground Boss Magazine, Mashable, Essence, Huffington 

Post, Innov8tiv Magazine, and Empire Life Magazine, WSYX-ABC-6, the Columbus City Pulse and has been a guest 

contributor to multiple platforms across the internet.  

 

In 2017 she authored the book, “The Skinny Black Girl’s Guide to Freedom” and the children’s book, “Hey, Black 

Girl!” Whitney has been the recipient of various awards, including the Millennial Visionary of the Year Award 

(2015), Project Entrepreneur Recipient (2016) the Power of “I Am” Award (2017), and the Ambitious List (2018), 

“52 YPs to Know in Columbus” by City Pulse Magazine (2018) and Who’s Who in Black Columbus, (2019). 

 

She is a native of Columbus and currently resides there with her and cat Rosie. 
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Your Main Conference Instructors 

 Joylynn M. Ross & Danielle D. Smith 

 
Joylynn M. Ross, author of Act Like an Author, Think Like a 

Business: Ways to Achieve Financial Literary Success, is an over 

23-year literary industry professional. She’s written in multiple 

genres under the names Joylynn M. Jossel, JOY, E. N. Joy, and N. 

Joy. She's currently the main instructor at the "Act Like an Author, 

Think Like a Business" Conference held every September in Las 

Vegas, Nevada. In addition to being a certified literary instructor 

and verified literary consultant, Joylynn is the instructional content 

expert for all Path To Publishing course curriculum. 

Joylynn has served on almost every corner of the literary industry 

map as a literary agent (landing her clients book deals with 

Kensington, Simon & Schuster, Urban Books, to name a few), an 

editor (both freelance and for publishing houses), and a ghostwriter, 

(both freelance and for publishing houses). Having been on every 

corner of the literary map as a developmental editor and former 

acquisitions editor as well, Joylynn is one of the best literary 

education experts and publishing coaches in the business. 

Writing Christian fiction under the name BLESSEDselling Author E. N. Joy, Joylynn is most known for her 14-book 

“New Day Divas” series, which has been coined “Soap Operas in Print”. Her children’s book, The Secret Olivia Told 

Me, written under the name N. Joy, received the American Library Association Coretta Scott King Honor, book club 

rights were acquired by Scholastic Books, and the book has sold over 100,000 copies to date. 

Joylynn is a National Bestselling Author whose title, If I Ruled the World, earned a book blurb from Grammy 

Award-Winning Artist, Erykah Badu. An All Night Man, an anthology she penned with New York Times Bestselling 

Author Brenda Jackson, earned the Borders Bestselling African American Romance Award. Her Urban Fiction title, 

Dollar Bill, appeared in Newsweek and has been translated to Japanese. 

Today, as a literary consultant, publishing coach, and self-publishing companion, Joylynn chauffeurs authors toward 

literary and financial literary success, while helping business owners and entrepreneurs use books and publications to 

grow their business, as well as resources to add to the credibility of CEOs and experts in their perspective areas and 

fields. 

Danielle D. Smith 

Danielle D. Smith has striven for years to give her all in every event of her life while enduring the hurt and pain of abuse— 

physical and mental—as well as rejection from her parents and family. All of this, at first, gave her a reason for a pity party, and 

later it became her strength, her reason "why". She used God's help to prove the doubters wrong and is now excelling as a 

mother of a beautiful daughter, a community leader, and a writing and publishing consultant to many who have stories and 

messages to share. Danielle is now taking on the task of using her role as an author beyond her book, Yesterday’s Tomorrow, 

which was released in December 2016 under the pen name Danielle Seck. 

Yesterday’s Tomorrow is a first-hand account of Danielle’s own suffering of abuse as a child. After finding the courage to speak 

out about the pain she endured, Danielle is now using her experience to inspire others to do the same. In November 2016, she 

was sworn in as a Guardian Ad Litem with CASA (Court Appointed Special Advocate). CASA was a safe haven for her as a 

child when she was removed from her home because of abuse and neglect. She is “for the child” and is excited to volunteer her 

time and be a voice for a child. 
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The “Don’t Be Quiet” movement’s mission is to help victims of child abuse and neglect, domestic violence, sexual assault, and 

suicide. In July 2019, Danielle turned her book into a short film that gives a visual account of her book and walks you through 

the challenge of going from victim to victor! As a result of the award-winning film, Danielle has been sought after by 

conferences and organizations across the map to teach authors how to do the same with their literary projects. In addition, 

Danielle is a passionate speaker that brings people together through shared experiences, taking away the struggle of beginning 

the healing process alone. 

In the summer of 2019, Danielle began a Writer’s Club in Ohio, and by the winter of 2019, she began offering classes online, 

teaching the art of storytelling. She has shared her expertise of writing, publishing, and turning a book into a film in cities across 

the country. Danielle’s efforts have not gone un-recognized, as a below is a list of awards and acknowledgements that has been 

presented to this amazing literary artist and creator: 

❖   2020 Graduate Path To Publishing MBA in Publishing 60-hour Program 

❖   2020-2021 Path To Publishing Literary Consulting Verification Program 

❖   2020-2021 Path To Publishing Certified Literary Instructor/Educator Program 

❖   2020 Weekly guest literary expert on Xtreme Live Talk Show 

❖   2020 Participant in Documentary, No Longer Silent, The Conversation, with Puissance Maison Productions 

❖   2020 Nominated, Author of the Year, Best Group Performance, & Best Drama Performance - Kingdom Image Awards 

❖   2020 Mistress of Ceremony at the “100 Healed the Experience” Virtual Conference 

❖   2020 Official Selection at the Columbus International Film & Animation Festival 

❖   2020 Workshop Presenter at “Gamechanger” Conference in Atlanta 

❖   2019 Official Selection at the Tylerman Film Festival 

❖   2019 Won Catalyst for Change Award at GloryReelz Christian Film Fest 

❖   2019 Official Selection of book at the GloryReelz Christian Film Fest and Writer’s Lab 

❖   2019 Commencement Speaker at Whitehall Preparatory and Fitness Academy School 

❖   2019 Nomination for Community Service at the Social Justice Awards 

❖   2019 Keynote Speaker at Miss Black Ohio Pageant 

❖   2019 Nominated for Author of the Year for Beyond the Book Media 

❖   2019 Nomination for Best Group Performance and Best Drama Performance at the Kingdom Image Awards, for 

her book to film 

❖   2019 Workshop Presenter at “Act Like an Author, Think Like a Business” Conference in Las Vegas 

❖   2018 Honored for Community work by Greater Harvest Church 

❖   2018 recipient of Author of the Year from Path to Publishing 

❖   2018 Mistress of Ceremony at Black Career Women’s Network 

❖   2018 Actress in stage play, The Man Store 

❖   2017 Speaker at Unlock Your Voice City Tour with R&B singer, Michel’e 

❖   2017 Keynote Speaker at Miss Muslimah Pageant USA 
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Your 2021 Conference Expert Presenters 
 

A member of the Las Vegas Writers Group and Henderson 

Writers Group, Ned Barnett is an author whose first book was 

published in 1982. He's a ghostwriter who's written a dozen 

ghost-book projects, an ad copywriter, speech writer, a book 

promotion expert who's worked with dozens of authors and six 

publishing companies, a writing coach, as well as a former 

literary agent. With his experience, Ned helps business owners, 

consultants, private-practice professionals and others create 

books that boost their book of business, while helping them gain 

media coverage. 

As a PR and marketing pro, Ned has in-depth experience helping 

clients capitalize on their strengths and solve their problems in 

the areas of media public relations (writing, pitching, 

strategizing), social networking, Investor Public Relations, 

advertising, fundraising, strategic planning and marketing fields. For over 40 years, Ned has been a 

journalist (magazine and trade paper editor), a PR executive and marketing consultant, a crisis manager, an 

investor relations consultant, and has worked in market research (especially focus groups and online 

research). 

Ned specializes in using skilled and focused marketing communications to solve his clients' problems. He's 

written ten books in his field, and for his clients, he's ghostwritten that many more. Ned has taught at three 

universities and has won all the major national awards, accreditations and other honors. But primarily, he's 

provided exceptional service to clients who expect--and receive--the very best. 

   

VALERIE J. LEWIS COLEMAN 
Best-selling author and award-winning publisher, Valerie J. 

Lewis Coleman serves professional speakers and experts to 

magnify and monetize their message by publishing quality 

books. With over fifteen years of experience in the book 

business, she has published over 130 authors and helped 

thousands of writers navigate the challenges of self-publishing. 

This expert divulges industry secrets on avoiding the top five 

mistakes made by 95% of new authors, pricing your book to 

sell and identifying shady publishers. Valerie hosts citywide 

book events, which have connected almost 700 authors to avid 

readers. Her dynamic presentation and knowledge of the 

business takes writers from pen to paper to published as they 

master self-publishing to make money! 

PenOfTheWriter.com - https://youtu.be/QqwXebYE0i0 

https://youtu.be/QqwXebYE0i0
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JULIET CLARK 

What if you could determine who in your audience is your best client in 180 seconds? 

Juliet Clark is a dynamic and sought-after speaker and podcaster who has 

spent the last twenty years helping authors, coaches, speakers, and small 

businesses all over the world build expert platforms. Corporate 

companies, startups, and author/ speaker incubators world- wide have 

benefited from Juliet’s unique and massively effective method of 

mastering lead generation and qualification for expert status. 

Juliet created a platform-building tool that assesses audience obstacles, 

generates leads, and qualifies leads for businesses. This simple 

technology can be used on social media, from the stage, and at workshops 

to build email lists and create conversations that build long-term 

relationships with potential clients. Her podcast, Promote, Profit, Publish, 

helps entrepreneurs understand how to use great tools in the coaching and 

small business spaces. 

BRANDY M. MILLER  

Globally recognized author, entrepreneur, writing coach, and business leadership strategist, Brandy 

M. Miller is the founder of the Writing Problems Into Profits movement where she helps aspiring 

authors claim their power as thought leaders and 

innovators while building successful businesses, as well 

as the Turning Problems Into Profits campaign where she 

helps low-income earners find and monetize the unique 

value they have to offer the world and connects them to 

wealthy investors looking to gain both financial and 

emotional ROI by using their money to transform lives, 

empower families, and liberate communities trapped by 

economic hardships using free enterprise principles. 

Her signature program, Magnetic Leadership Training, 

helps organizations and individuals whose profitability 

and productivity is being negatively impacted by 

infighting and departmental divisions to use their 

common problems as tools to build bridges that turn adversaries into allies, end the infighting, and 

restore both productivity and profitability so leaders can stress less, get more done, and make a 

bigger impact. 
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PRECIOUS WILLIAMS 

Precious “Killer Pitch Master” Williams is CEO of Perfect Pitches by 

Precious. Fortune 500 executives, speakers, entrepreneurs, and business 

owners hire the company to #SlayAllCompetition through powerful pitch 

and speaker training. Precious L. Williams is a 13-time national elevator 

pitch champion. She has also been featured on &quot;Shark Tank,&quot; 

CNN, WSJ, Forbes Magazine, Black Enterprise magazine, Essence 

Magazine, and in the movie LEAP. Her current clients include Microsoft, 

LinkedIn, Google, eBay, and more! And September 2021 we’re adding 

Path To Publishing and its annual “Act Like an Author, Think Like a 

Business” conference to the list.  

Speakers hire Precious to monetize their speaking genius and secure paid 

speaking engagements. Entrepreneurs and business owners hire Precious 

as their secret weapon to slay all competition. Executives hire Precious to 

powerfully communicate messages that excite, inspire and create loyal 

clients, customers, and fans for life. #PTPCON21 attendees will work 

with the best in the business to create the foundation of a pitch that gets the win. With the “Act Like an Author, Think 

Like a Business” conference doubling as an MBA in Publishing program, you already know there is going to be some 

work for you to do. So be prepared to either start at ground zero and lay the foundation to create that amazing pitch, 

or tweak your existing pitch to perfection. 

Attendees will have the opportunity to receive a 30-minute pitch session with Precious post conference, as well as 

receive copies of her book, Bad Bitches and Power Pitches, as well as her forthcoming book that is slated to release 

April 2021. You can learn more about Precious and her company by visiting 

https://www.perfectpitchesbyprecious.com. 

ANDRÉA SIMMONS ESQ.,LL.M 

Andréa Simmons Esq., LL.M received her Juris Doctorate from 

Thomas Jefferson School of Law in 2016 while raising four 

children with a spouse working overseas. She later obtained her 

Master of Laws in International Business Law in March 2020. 

Andréa wrote and defended her Masters’ Thesis on “Concerns 

facing the Global Intellectual Property of Copyrights in the Digital 

Age”. She is currently the Chair of the Las Vegas National Bar 

Association Foundation. She also sits on the board of Nevada Prep 

Charter School. 

Andréa is a licensed attorney and opened her own law firm 

ABSimmons Law PLLC in 2020. Her firm focuses on the practice 

of intellectual property (IP) law (copyright, trademark, trade 

secrets, licensing agreements, etc.), international business law, and 

some immigration. Andréa opened her own firm because she cares about making sure that individuals and 

small businesses understand their IP rights. She knows how intimidating legalese can be, therefore she is 

dedicated to keeping her clients informed and educated. 

It is an honor to have Andréa presenting “Beyond the Basics of Copyright” at the 2021 “Act Like an Author, 

Think Like a Business” Conference. 
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CYRUS WEBB 

Cyrus Webb (aka C. A. Webb) has been active in the arts since 

1999, hosting art shows and poetry readings around the United 

States while also building the Conversations brand. Today, 

Conversations includes a daily radio show, magazine, and 

nationally-recognized book club. 

Outside of the work Webb does for himself, he is also a celebrated 

publicist for authors, entertainers, and businesses who entrust him 

with the task of getting their message and product noticed. 

For over a decade, Cyrus Webb has used his platform to provide 

conversations with the artists, authors, and entertainment industry 

professionals the world can’t get enough of. 

Host Cyrus Webb introduces you to movers and shakers around the 

world who are living their dreams, overcoming challenges, and showing others what is possible for them as 

well. 

As one of the top influencers in the literary industry, Webb has monetizing his expertise and platform to 

build an empire using the affiliate opportunities that have come his way. Path To Publishing is delighted and 

honored that he has agreed to teach this year’s conference attendees tips, tricks, secrets, and hacks on how 

they can do the same with their brand.  

LISA STYLES 

Executive Producer, Entrepreneur, Lifestyle Expert and Author!  

Lisa Styles brings over 15 years of experience in Lifestyle TV 

production, content creation and branding. 

You have seen her work on multiple red carpets with brands such as 

the Grammy Awards, Billboard Awards, BET Awards, Miss USA, 

BeautyCon, BuzzNetwork TV and countless beauty and lifestyle 

brands. 

A pioneer in the Beauty and Lifestyle industry, interviewing major 

Hollywood A-listers on style and fashion, Styles is an industry 

insider who has produced segments on popular lifestyle reality tv 

shows, with her latest joint venture "From Parent to Publisher™” 

Tour and Conference with master literary educator, Joylynn M. 

Ross. 

In her spare time, Styles commits herself to philanthropy work, serving underserved youths in the 

community and addressing mental health awareness issues.  A wife, mother, and serial entrepreneur, Styles 

also sits on the board as Vice President in the nonprofit sector. 
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COACH KIM BULLOCK-HENNIX 

Lifestyle and Abundance Coach Kim Bullock-Hennix specializes in 

abundant mindset, personal development, revolutionary leadership, 

and spiritual teaching. She is also a transformational speaker, 

author, founder and advocate for the Ambitious Women Movement. 

She serves entrepreneurial women and online influencers with 

abundance mindset coaching and royal protocol masterclasses to 

show up powerfully as Queens in their business and personal life. 

Kim’s powerful coaching sets her clients apart from the ordinary, by 

teaching her mentees to step into their God-given destiny by 

dismissing the bankrupt mindset, uprooting a poverty mentality, and 

embracing royalty as part of their spiritual DNA! Kim provides the 

key to elevating your mindset and rising above a lack lifestyle by 

developing a hunger or craving to rise above a current struggle of 

mediocrity. 

Her strategic coaching provides the divine nutrients necessary to stimulate your spiritual immune system, 

align with royal etiquette, thrive supernaturally, and eliminate the broke mentality. Kim’s signature 

programs “Lack to Luxury™” and “God Size Assignment™” has been a huge success, impacting the lives 

of countless women worldwide. Following the calling on her life to transform lives from scarcity to 

overflow, she is passionate about teaching women to unleash the queen within to reign supreme by walking 

in their power and authority as a daughter of the King. 

MAMIE SAUNDERS 

Mamie Saunders is a fiercely powerful digital branding strategist, 

breakthrough speaker, author, and host of Purpose Pushed-Her 

Podcast. She is certified in Women’s Leadership and Business 

Development from Cornell University. She is passionate about 

using her over ten years of knowledge and experience in digital 

marketing to help small businesses and leaders build powerful and 

impactful brands. 

Mamie has made her passion for leadership development and 

branding into a lifestyle and business firm for women, known as 

Intentional She Consulting LLC., where Mamie specializes in 

equipping and empowering creatives, authors, leaders, and coaches 

to launch and grow a purpose-driven life and business. Through her 

innovative coaching programs, workshops, and masterclasses, she 

helps creatives gain the clarity and confidence to show up fiercely online while building an authentic and 

profitable purpose-driven lifestyle business. 
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H. NICOLE LEE ROSS  
 

You may have seen H. Nicole Lee Ross both behind the camera and behind the 

registration desk for the past four years of the conference. As a 2021 graduate from 

UNLV (University of Nevada Las Vegas) in digital film and business, Nicole has 

made film her business, all while running her own business, Spoiledness.com, a luxe 

loungewear fashion line that removes the negative connotation from the word 

spoiled, and makes it a positive element when it comes to self-care. As the 

videographer for the UNLV football team, capturing video highlights during 

practice, Nicole is proud to be working in her field of study, and we are proud to 

have Nicole as a PTPCON team member. 
 

JOY LEE ROSS 
 

Joy Lee Ross, following in her big sister's footsteps as a UNLV film student - with a 

minor in theatre - has also been a staple at the conference for the past four years. 

With no desire to be behind the camera, but instead in front of it, Joy has helped 

welcome and take care of conference attendees with all the drama, spark, enthusiasm 

and animation that is going to someday land her an Oscar.        
NICK ROSS 

   

From the early age of fifteen, Nick Ross had the dream of becoming a filmmaker, and in 2007 he started his film 

company, H2J Entertainment. With the help of a childhood friend, his dream of becoming 

a filmmaker finally came true, and he was able to co-direct his first short film. 

Always idealistic and wanting to push forward, in 2012, Nick Ross decided to leave 

his corporate job of seventeen years and pursue his Bachelor’s Degree in Digital Film-

making and Video Production. 

 

Finally ready to take on a full-time role as filmmaker, producer and writer, Nick Ross and 

H2J Entertainment is prepared to provide balanced and creative films and documentaries 

that will provide both entertainment and thought. Not looking to change the film industry, 

instead, Nick Ross is looking to contribute to an art form that he’s been in love with since 

a young age. 

 

Path To Publishing is honored to have had Nick Ross and his H2J Entertainment handle the video production for all 

four years of the "Act Like an Author, Think Like a Business" Conference. 
 

LAMAR CROMWELL 
 

Lamar Cromwell was born and raised in Columbus, Ohio and is the owner/operator of LEC Concierge.  Prior to 

forming LEC Concierge, Lamar served in the Military where discipline and details were heavily instilled.  LEC 

Concierge offers Event Management & Planning, Personal/Executive Assistant & Bridal 

Services to a number of clients throughout the US.  Lamar has a passion for helping people 

and finding solutions.   

As the Conference Coordinator for the past four years, Lamar serves as the main point of 

contact for in-person attendees as well as assisting the virtual audience.   

http://spoiledness.com/
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Path To Publishing DIY MBA in Publishing Program 

 

Did you know the Path To Publishing “Act Like 

an Author, Think Like a Business” Conference 

doubles as a DIY MBA in Publishing Program? 

 

Whether you attend the conference in person or 

take the courses online, you have the 

opportunity to earn your MBA in Publishing. 

 

If you want to run your own publishing 

company to publish the works of others, or 

simply publish your own works, knowing how 

to publish in excellence is key. It's not only key 

to producing quality work, but it's key to achieving publishing success. Being able to add the accomplishment of 

having received a Path To Publishing MBA in Publishing to your other accolades and successes will add value and 

trust to your already thriving literary business or writing and publishing career.  

 

Whether you attend the conferences live or you purchase conference curriculum in our online conference store 

(www.pathtopublishing.com/conferencestore), you can take the 60 hours needed to earn your MBA in Publishing. 

The teachings from at least two separate conference years plus five online sessions bridging those conference 

teachings must be completed along with five actionable and written assignments. 

 

Even though the "Act Like an Author, Think Like a Business" Conference now doubles as an MBA in Publishing 50-

hour program, that doesn't mean you have to sign-up to earn one. No, you can still attend the conference with the sole 

purpose of learning how to publish in excellence, turn your book into a business, and create multiple streams of 

income to sustain your book business. But even if your goal isn't to receive an MBA in Publishing, but instead, to 

publish in excellence and learn tactics, techniques, and strategies to help you achieve literary and financial literary 

success, then you are welcome to email MBAinPublishing@pathtopublishing.com to request access to the five pre-

recorded online sessions. 

The Path To Publishing MBA in Publishing Program is currently not accredited through a college or university, but 

whether partnered with a college/university or not, the curriculum is created with excellence for the literary industry 

publishing professional by Path To Publishing's own CEO and Instructional Content Expert, Joylynn M. Ross. This 

curriculum, partnered with the instruction style, goes above and beyond any college or university curriculum and 

teaching standards. The Path To Publishing DIY MBA in Publishing 60-Hour Program provides professional 

accreditation by the Path To Publishing Advisory Board, who combined have over 50 years of experience in the 

literary industry. And when it comes to publishing in excellence and publishing success, Path To Publishing raised 

the bar, set the bar, and now we are the bar! 

To make sure you are on the roster to be a part of the 2022 Path To Publishing MBA in Publishing graduating class 

and that you receive special correspondence for MBA students only, please email your full name and whether you 

attended the conference or purchased the curriculum online to MBAinPublishing@pathtopublishing.com.  

http://www.pathtopublishing.com/conferencestore
mailto:MBAinPublishing@pathtopublishing.com
mailto:MBAinPublishing@pathtopublishing.com
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Path To Publishing DIY MBA in Publishing Program  

REQUIRED COURSE READS 

Whether you plan on working toward your MBA in publishing or not, the two required course 

curriculum reads should be a part of your author toolkit. 

 

Sherron Elise on Act Like an Author, Think Like a Business: Ways to Achieve Financial Literary 

Success 

5.0 out of 5 stars Insightful read! 

May 28, 2019 

Verified Purchase 

“I really enjoyed this literary resource and started implementing many of the strategies suggested 

before I was even halfway through the book. I recommend this to authors that are in ANY stage of 

their writing career, whether a novice or a veteran.” 

 

“Attached to this email is a copy of a letter of a scholarship I recently won. It is to be used to publish 

my book. I am so excited and feel so blessed to have won the honor of this scholarship. I am 

applying for as many grants and scholarships as I can. I am looking forward to winning more. I 

didn’t even know these opportunities existed until I heard Stephanie R. Bridges speak last year.”—

Conference Attendee and MBA in Publishing Grad, Carol Rodgers  
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Take advantage of your chance to get  

three months of one-on-one Literary Consulting with Joylynn M. Ross.  
 

She’ll help you create a game plan on how to execute and implement everything that you learn 

at the conference. This is a $3000 value. 
 

 
 

Bids starting at $1000 
 

 
 

 

Place your bid at the Path To Publishing conference store or email it to info@pathtopublishing.com 
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Don’t forget to visit the Path To Publishing in-person conference store 

or online store at https://www.pathtopublishing.com/shop-3 

 

 
 

Get your “Act Like an Author, Think Like a Business” T-shirt, tote, as well as 

some other literary goodies! 

 
 

https://www.pathtopublishing.com/shop-3
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After the conference, we’re still here to support you! 

 

You will receive a great deal of information at this conference. And honestly, you may even feel as if you have a long 

road ahead of you when it comes to putting this information to use. If you subscribe to the Path To Publishing 

newsletter (https://pathtopublishingnews.ck.page/join), then you know that even more information is on the way. 

As part of your conference registration, you received access to the Path To Publishing private Facebook group. This 

is where the official #Pathfinders network and share information, tips, expertise, experiences, efforts, and details of 

our literary journey! 

If you haven’t already joined, jump on Facebook now, put “Path To Publishing Private Group” in your search bar or 

(https://www.facebook.com/groups/1677287885678142/) then request to “join the group.” 

 

And for those of you who would like exclusive writing and publishing information that you won’t find in the free 

Facebook group, the newsletter, on social media posts and blogs, or even taught at the conference or in the 

conference curriculum, be sure to join the Pathfinder Literary Academy. This member’s only website is updated 

monthly with resources, tools, and information that serves as an extension of the conference teachings . . . only in bite 

size pieces, making it easier to digest the systems and strategies you will need to reach your measure of literary 

success. Join now before the 2022 price increase by visiting https://www.pathtopublishing.com/paidwebsite. 

Have a safe trip back home, get some rest, then get ready to work! We’ll see you inside the group! 

https://pathtopublishingnews.ck.page/join
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1677287885678142/
https://www.pathtopublishing.com/paidwebsite
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COVID 19 STATEMENT & RESOURCES 

Path To Publishing has taken the necessary measures, procedures and put policies in place to ensure the health and 

safety of the “Act Like an Author, Think Like a Business” 2021 Conference attendees, staff, presenters, volunteers, 

coordinators, assistants, vendors, workers, and employees as stated in the COVID-19 statement that appears on the 

conference website. You understand that neither Path To Publishing or its partners can be held liable or at fault for 

any COVID-19 related health issues. You are of sound, mind, body, and understanding that you are participating in 

any conference related events at your own risk. 

 

We ask that if you are not feeling well, have a fever, are experiencing coughing, have a runny nose, have a headache 

or are having trouble breathing, that you do not enter the conference venue and meeting space. We will either allow 

you to attend the conference virtually from the comfort of your hotel room, or provide you with a link to view the 

conference for over a seven-day period. We also advise you to seek medical attention from one of the 

nearby hospitals, emergency rooms, or urgent care centers as listed below: 

Emergency Room - Dignity Health - St. Rose Dominican, Siena Campus - Henderson, NV 

Address: 3001 St Rose Pkwy 

Henderson, NV 89052 

Phone: (855) 993-1423 

 

ER at Green Valley Ranch 
 

 

Address:  2581 St Rose Pkwy,  

Henderson, NV 89074 

Phone: (702) 780-2700 

COVID-19 info: hendersonhospital.com 

Get online care: valleyhealthsystemlv.com 
 

 

 

Sunset Clinic 

 

Address:  3175 St Rose Pkwy #121,  

Henderson, NV 89052 

Phone: (702) 802-5100 
 

 

 

https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C1EKKP_enUS736US745&q=er+at+green+valley+ranch+address&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LVT9c3NMwwysmuMCgp15LNTrbSz8lPTizJzM-DM6wSU1KKUouLF7EqpBYpJJYopBelpuYplCXm5KRWKhQl5iVnKECVAADvkJFlUwAAAA&ludocid=17528106930747108278&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwj6u7bl7MXrAhUJpZ4KHSAiBB8Q6BMwEnoECB0QAg
https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C1EKKP_enUS736US745&q=er+at+green+valley+ranch+phone&ludocid=17528106930747108278&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwj6u7bl7MXrAhUJpZ4KHSAiBB8Q6BMwE3oECB8QAg
https://www.google.com/search?q=henderson+er+on+st.rose&rlz=1C1EKKP_enUS736US745&oq=henderson+er+on+st.rose&aqs=chrome..69i57j0l2.8798j1j15&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8
https://www.hendersonhospital.com/health-alert
https://www.valleyhealthsystemlv.com/telehealth
https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C1EKKP_enUS736US745&q=sunset+clinic+henderson+address&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LVT9c3NEyqKjErzsnO0ZLNTrbSz8lPTizJzM-DM6wSU1KKUouLF7HKF5fmFaeWKCTnZOZlJitkpOalpBYV5-cpQFUAAKsn2XxSAAAA&ludocid=15042327206546173701&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjVzKz07cXrAhUUqp4KHZhiCFEQ6BMwBHoECAgQEQ
https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C1EKKP_enUS736US745&q=sunset+clinic+henderson+phone&ludocid=15042327206546173701&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjVzKz07cXrAhUUqp4KHZhiCFEQ6BMwBnoECAgQHA
https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C1EKKP_enUS736US745&q=urgent+care+near+st+rose+pkwy+and+eastern&npsic=0&rflfq=1&rlha=0&rllag=36002605,-115108839,778&tbm=lcl&ved=2ahUKEwj7uMHX7cXrAhVQj54KHXxgDvMQtgN6BAgNEAQ&rldoc=1
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Your publishing success and writing success are equally valuable to your overall literary success. 

But so is how you present yourself to others along your journey.  

This year, Danielle D Smith will be hosting an "Act Like an Author, Think Like a Business" 2021 

Conference sanctioned event titled "Being an Effective Speaker". It will be both in-person (with 

limited attendance due to social distancing) as well as virtual. 

No, you do not have to register for the full conference to attend this event. But, yes, even if you are 

registered for the conference, you must register for this workshop directly on the event website at 

https://checkout.square.site/buy/LHFQ5PI3EUI6UMH27JIAJUX6. 

This in-person and virtual event is taking place on the evening of Day 1 of the conference, Thursday, 

September 23rd at 6:00 p.m. PST/9:00 p.m. EST. The cost is only $10! 

  

https://checkout.square.site/buy/LHFQ5PI3EUI6UMH27JIAJUX6
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A special thank you to our platinum media 

sponsor, Vegas Buzz TV 
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SPECIAL THANKS 

Special thanks to Stephanie Bridges of SRS Fashion (Stephanie Renee Styles), the Path 
To Publishing go-to stylist, fashion consultant, and personal shopper.  
 
Thank you for dressing the main instructors for this year's conference. You bring out the 
best in our personal visual brand. 
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